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Great turn out at Fire Hall for Fire Safety Week
The firefighters at the Pefferlaw Fire Hall
welcomed dozens of children and their
families on Saturday, October 14 to mark
the beginning of National Fire Safety
Week.
There was a variety of activities for the
youngsters including a fire hazard demonstration using the cross section of a
model house. The model was wired to
light up fire hazards and the children were
encouraged to identify how the hazards
could be avoided. Young visitors were
also invited to participate in a colouring
contest, fire truck tours and free hot dogs
and hamburgers.
(Top Right Photo) Seven-year old Alyssa
Jackson from Pefferlaw poses with
Sparky, the Fire Safety mascot.
(Bottom Left
Photo) Bronwyn Keith, 5,
tries her hand
at the colouring contest.
(Bottom Right
Photo) Little
Mackenzie
Howse, 3, sits
in the driver’s
seat of the
pumper wearing a helmet
she received.

WANT YOURS SOLD?...
CALL ME!

Sales Representative

Teresa Millar
(905) 722-3211

Not intended to solicit sellers or buyers currently under contract.

River or Brook?—
That is the question
Editor’s Note:
I just wanted to update everyone on my
quest to have the name of the Pefferlaw river officially changed on the
signs from “Brook” to “River”.
I sent a formal application to the Ontario Geographic Names Board
(OGNB) and they recently agreed to
do a survey to find out “which name
meets the boards principles”—
whatever that means. I did not neglect
to point out that the signs on the bridge
over the river on Highway #48 say
“River” and the ones here in town say
“Brook”—go figure that one out because they can’t. And, as a footnote,
the signs in town have mysteriously
disappeared.
According to Jeff Ball at the OGNB,
there is a one year backlog of requests
and given that the survey for this request is just now underway, I expect
the process to take a while.
I was hoping their approval to change
the name would be a Christmas present
for the town this year, but it doesn’t
appear that is going to happen.
The survey is being sent out to various
residents and government agencies for
their feedback to see which name is
most commonly used.
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Letter to the Editor—Dear Editor:
In trying to determine Health
Canada’s role in the regulation
of tobacco, you seem to say that
since tobacco has been shown to
be a harmful product, it is
Health Canada’s responsibility
to have it banned. Despite laws
to limit its use in our society, it
remains a legal product. As with
other harmful (and highly taxable) products, tobacco is regulated by other departments of
the government. The issue to be
addressed is the lifestyle choice
issue. We resisted the imposition of a law requiring us to
wear seatbelts until a public
education campaign succeeded
in making it seem stupid not to
wear a seat belt. The eventual
success of the campaign can be
attributed to the fact that we
were not “addicted” to not wearing our seat belts. It did not
cause us severe physical, emotional and psychological effects
to have to wear that seat belt. It
just became another part of the
routine we undertook when we
got into a vehicle.
Attempts to regulate behaviour
have taken place in the past. The
effects of Prohibition were gin
joints, mob activity and underground production which the
government couldn’t regulate.
Eventually Prohibition was repealed and laws to control alcohol came about. It would be the
same with the banning of tobacco. Despite the government’s
effort to price tobacco beyond
reach many people continue to
smoke because they are addicted
to smoking. And because of the
price, many smokers have
switched to the products being
made and sold on Native territory. Some of these Native entrepreneurs have obtained Excise Canada licenses which legalize their products because
they have to adhere to Health
Canada regulations as well as
federal taxation rules. Until Canadians choose not to smoke
and/or the government reduces
the massive taxes on cigarettes,
Native entrepreneurs have a way
available to make a profound
difference to the economies of
their communities. I believe that

this is a good thing as there are
very few opportunities for this
in our communities. I have been
a tobacco retailer on Georgina
Island for four years now. I
believe in reinvesting in my
community and I have built a
variety store and restaurant and I
have created jobs. Despite the
difficulties I have faced, such as
having one Georgina Island
Special Constable try to misinform, harass and frighten away
my customers, I have managed
to survive. Sales are not as good
as they once were because of his
actions but I plan to maintain
and grow my business in the
years to come. As a retailer I
will remain within what is legal
and I will also defend my peoples’ right to exercise our entrepreneurial spirit and support the
economic development of our
communities.
I think the public debate over
smoking is far from over and I
expect that each smoker will
tackle the issue on a very personal level. If you’re lucky
enough to be able to quit permanently I congratulate you. If not
right now, I would be glad to
serve you as a local business
person carrying a reasonably
priced legal product. Miigwech.
Becky Big Canoe
Georgina Island
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Korean community speaks out on nuclear
crisis in North Korea
Given that North Korea has
tested a nuclear bomb in a remote area of North Korea, members of the Canadian/Korean
community in this area are opposed to any such activity and
fear the repercussions if tensions
increase further.
Jane Jung, proprietor of the Pefferlaw Market said she fears for
relatives still living in South
Korea.
“It is scary and I am worried,”
she said. “My aunt and uncle
still live in South Korea. Kim
Jong-il is a little psycho and he
is worse than his father was and
that is why I am even more worried.”
Ms. Jung also thinks Kim Jongil’s nuclear activity could be an
act of defiance “to show the
United States government that
they cannot control him”.
Justin Lim, 31, the son of Lim’s
Video and Grocery owner Jack
Lim, said he thinks North Korea
is posturing for attention due to
the fact that much of the U.S.’s
attention has been focussed on
Iraq of late..

“It seems every time attention is
drawn away from North Korea,
he (Kim Jong il) does something
to get it back,” Mr. Lim said.
“There is a Korean word “chaemyun” and it means to save face
and I think that is what they are
doing—testing to get more attention.
“I don’t think he (Kim Jong il)
realizes the threat of the international community and the extent
to which it will go if he continues along this path,” he said.
Sally Lee and her husband
Stephen own the Pefferlaw Variety Store and Sally is concerned for her parents and two
brothers in South Korea.
“I was worried,” she said, “I
phoned friends in South Korea
and the children are scared but
the adults aren’t.”
Ms. Lee says she supports the
international community’s position to impose sanctions on
North Korea but she is puzzled
at Kim Jong il’s motives.
“I don’t know what he wants or
why he is doing what he is doing,” she said.

MGPS Turkey Trot for Fitness

In a creative move to help Morning Glory Public School students
stay fit, the staff organized a turkey trot around the school track
giving each participant an opportunity to win a turkey once they
completed the course. Above are the students who won turkeys in a
random draw. This is the school’s 4th Annual Turkey Trot and the
turkeys were donated by Al’s No Frills in Sutton, Sutton IGA,
Foodland in Beaverton, Suzanne Howes and Scott Davidson.
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Happy Halloween!
From the Pefferlaw Post

Cryderman’s Chronicles
Linda Dawe President of Music Solutions
has just returned from London, England
having garnered a world wide recording
deal with Universal Music for her artists
Ryandan. Their album will be coming out
in March 2007. You will be hearing more
of Ryandan in the future. Linda resides in
Jackson’s Point. Congratulations Linda.

of London and enjoyed the London Eye.
They had a wonderful holiday. Welcome
home.

On October 31st from 5-8 pm Sutton Lions
and Leo Youth Project are holding the 2nd
Annual Pentagon of Doom haunted house
at Jackson’s Point Parkette located at Lake
Dr. and Dalton Rd. Everyone is invited to
join them for tricks and treats. Their focus
Our deepest sympathy to the Liski and
is to raise awareness for Lions Sight First
Falle families on the recent death of baby
program, a flagship service project for LiBenjamin.
ons International. They will be collecting
Birthday Wishes go out to Jean Davis who used eyeglasses and donations for this worcelebrated her special birthday on October thy cause. Since 1990 Lions have prevented vision loss and restored sight to 27
13th. Happy Birthday Jean.
million people and improved eye care for
Georgina public school trustee Nancy Elgie more than 100 million people around the
recently announced two new schools will
world. On average $6 saves one person
be built in Georgina. They will replace
from blindness through the Lions SightSutton Public School and Deer Park Public First program. For additional information
School . Construction will start sometime
contact Wayne Phillips 905-722-3408 or
in the summer of 2007.
Teresa Millar at (905) 722-5333 or visit
Brenda Bones and Linda Power recently http://www.lionsclubs.org/EN/ndex.shtml
returned from England after visiting the
Congratulations to Shirley and David
Tietjen family who will be immigrating to
Woods who recently announced they are
Canada in the next year. They reside in
Worthing, West Sussex. They toured Lon- grandparents to Brooklyn Mackenzie
don, visited Buckingham Palace, the Tower Woods, born on Oct. 14. Proud parents

are Brandie Oliver and Ryan Woods.
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Local Pefferlaw resident builds custom, high-end arch-top guitars
maple, Filipino mahogany, walnut, and
What began as a labour of love in the
Douglas fir.
1980s when Dino Staniscia began repair“When you pick up a hand-made, handing old arch-top acoustic guitars has
evolved into a significant business where crafted guitar, it feels good in your hands
and when you hear the music, you fall in
serious and well-known musicians purlove with it,” Mr. Staniscia said.
chase his hand-crafted instruments.
Musicians like Dennis Pendrith, a veteran
According to Mr. Staniscia, he began
bassist who has played with Anne Murray
building guitars in 1995 because he had
always dreamed of owning one but could and Bruce Cockburn, jazz musician Brian
Wakelin and Rob Lamothe and Don Ross
never afford to buy one.
have all purchased one of Mr. Staniscia’s
“The first one I built was all trial and erguitars.
ror,” he said, “but then I bought a book
“There is a
and I’ve taken it
difference
from there.”
between
Since then, he
hand-made
has made 23 inguitars and
struments, inmass procluding acoustic,
duced
classical and
ones,” Mr.
electrical guitars
Staniscia
and a mandolin.
said.
Each one takes
“What I’m
between 150 and
building is
250 hours and is
a dream
hand carved from
guitar bea solid block of
cause only
wood.
the finest
“I was always
players
intrigued by arch Dino Staniscia, a carpenter and framer in the contop instruments,” struction industry, looks over his most recent project ever get
in his Pefferlaw studio where he hand crafts acoustic, their hands
Mr. Staniscia
classical and electric guitars and other stringed mu- on an insaid, “and the
sical instruments.
strument
other reason I
like this.”
build arch tops is
because any guitar that has lasted between And the reason for that is simple—hand800 and 1,000 years has been an arch top.” crafted guitars start at $5,000 each and
go up from there. The only items on a
Hand-made, arch-top guitars are easily
recognized by two “f-holes” on the top and Dino Staniscia guitar that are not hand
made are the metal strings and string
because the top, and often the back, both
turners. Even the bridge and the tail piece
have a distinctive arched quality that is
are hand made and often from ebony.
usually carved from a single block of
Mr. Staniscia began playing guitar when
wood. Mr. Staniscia uses a variety of
he was 11 years old after his father
woods for his guitars including spruce,

bought him one for Christmas from Woolworth’s. “I remember stripping it down
and painting it to look like a Canadian
flag,” he said, adding that he never left a
guitar he owned in its original condition.
As it turned out, it was the beginning of his
fixation with refurbishing guitars.
In addition to the new guitars he makes,
Mr. Staniscia takes in or buys many old
instruments from yard sales, reconditions
them and sends them to orphanages in
Kenya.
“Lots of people give them to me and these
kids are so thankful when they get them,”
he said. “Giving someone the opportunity
to create music is very important to us.”

Riverview
Professional, Reliable, Flexible

Pre-School and Nursery
School Programs
We are now located in the
Udora United Church

Open 6:30 a.m.—6:00 p.m.

Julie Bersche
Early Childhood Educator

705-228-1120
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Town of Georgina M
Between now and the Municipal Elections on November 13, the Pefferlaw Post will provide
profiles of those individuals running for public office in the Pefferlaw Post catchment areas of
both Brock and Georgina. Each candidate was asked the following questions: 1) Why are you
running for public office; and 2) What are the issues that you feel are most important to the
residents of (Georgina) or (Brock)--and what will you do to address them?
In this issue, we area profiling the Town of Georgina Regional Councillor Candidates and the
Candidates running for Ward 4.
Name: Robert B.
Cameron
Residence:
Keswick
Occupation:
Financial Advisor
Councillor
Position Sought: Regional
Councillor
I have been a financial advisor since
1980 and have lived in Georgina since
1989.
In the Regional Councillor position, I
want to bring a stronger voice to regional
council from Georgina. We have to get
more from this position so that Georgina,
in the growing years to come, will have a
solid “one-two” punch so we can put
forward a solid front at regional council.
Not a “good cop-bad cop” routine that
goes on now when the only loser is Georgina. That is not what the town needs.
Other issues include:
• Hwy. 404 and a better transit system
(not a subway in Vaughan);
• Better and more infrastructure;
• More doctors—there are ways around
this problem that no one is looking at;
• Increasing our industrial tax base to
keep our property taxes lower;

• The health of our lake and the envi-

ronment around it.
In the Deputy Mayor’s position, I
would hope to be useful in getting better communications between the residents and council. There seems to be a
disconnect between the time residents
find out about an issue and the time
when council makes any decisions. So,
I would hope to change that in some
way.

Name: Danny
Wheeler
Residence: Island
Grove
Occupation:
Regional Councillor/Deputy Mayor
Position Sought: Regional
Councillor
I thoroughly enjoy life in Georgina and
wish to ensure that future generations
have the same opportunity. I have
played a major role in our progress and
wish to be a major player in the future.
I remain truly passionate about our
town and feel privileged to have served
the residents for 24 years as a local
councillor and 18 as the regional representative.
Major concerns voiced to me by local

residents include: health of the environment -especially Lake Simcoe, the local
economy including job creation, the need
for transit and road improvements, recreational services, and the desire to maintain our community identity. I will continue to support:
• all measures to improve our local
environment such as the regional
“Greening Strategy” and efforts by local
environmental groups and government to
improve Lake Simcoe’s water quality;
• The newly approved business park
and other initiatives that will strengthen
the local economy and create jobs;
• The extension of Highway 404 to
Ravenshoe Road and improvements to
transit services to move traffic more efficiently to reduce commuting times;
• Recommendations for a new ice
surface in Pefferlaw;
• Maintaining a healthy balance between much needed services and the tax
rate;
• Measures to recognize and celebrate
our heritage and to enhance the charm
and character of our communities.
I have a record of getting Georgina much
more than its share of the Regional tax
dollars and I will definitely continue to
be a strong advocate for the residents of
Georgina.
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Municipal Elections
Name: Ken
Hackenbrook
Residence:
Virginia
Occupation:
Customer Care
Rep for Canadian
Tire
Position Sought: Ward 4 Councillor
Name: Harry
Scholey
Residence:
Sutton
Occupation:
Semi-retired

Position Sought: Ward 4 Councillor

I am running in this election because I
enjoy working for and helping the
people of the community. There is
nothing that I won’t try to accomplish
for them. The Sutton Secondary Plan
will be an important issue during the
next few years. I believe that continuity is a key in focusing on this issue.
Transportation must be extended to

the eastern part of the town and accessibility must be available to everyone.
Lake Simcoe’s preservation is always
a main concern for all of Georgina
and the surrounding area. I will continue to work with the team of council
members to serve and solve these issues and any others that are prevalent.

I am semi-retired and my reason for
running for Council is that I think I can
bring some fresh ideas to the table.
It is the mandate of Council to guide the
development of the community for the
benefit of ALL people now, and in the
future and not for the sole benefit of
special interest groups. On the subject
of taxes, part of my focus will be on the
prudent fiscal policies that will hold the
line and if at all possible, reduce the
ever increasing burden we now all face.
It is my intent to see what can be done
to encourage the Provincial and Federal
governments to aid in the clean up of

Lake Simcoe. The extension of Hwy.
404 will produce a dramatic change in
our town and we must be aware that this
will mean adjustments to our way of life
now and in the future. My wife and I
have joined B.A.G. (Brock and Georgina Against Garbage). Our concern is
that Michigan will close the present
landfill site and then the alternatives
will be activated and the Brock landfill
site will be on the list of possible areas
to be used. This will lead to the deterioration of the surrounding area, which
includes Lake Simcoe.
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Teen driving contract might help
For parents of teens who have
just passed their G-2 driving
test, concern for the safety of
their child, each and every time
they borrow the car, is usually
measured in chewed fingernails
and droplets of sweat as they
aimlessly pace from room to
room.
But, for Becky Bigcanoe on
Georgina Island, signing an “I
Promise” Safe Driving Contract
with her son Jared, gave her the
peace of mind she needed to let
him strike out on his own.
“It’s all about safety,” she says.
“By signing it I know that he
knows the rules of safety and
that knowledge gives me a little
peace of mind and that is a hard
thing to have when you have a
teen driver.”
Ms. Bigcanoe found information on the contract when she
was on-line researching insurance rates for Jared. The I
Promise teen safe driving initiative was developed by a Hamilton, Ontario parent who was

concerned for the safety of his
soon-to-be-16-year-old son.
The program requires the parents and the driving teen to sign
a five-page contract that spells
out the dos and don’ts while
behind the wheel of a car.
“Jaret was quite willing to sign
it,” Ms. Bigcanoe said. “He
read it carefully and he knows
that peace of mind is important
to me,” she said.
The contract covers risk issues,
expectations and responsibilities for the safe operation of a
car.
“It also tells him what to do in
the event of an accident or a
road emergency,” Ms. Bigcanoe said.
Information on the contract can
be found on the website located
at www.ipromiseprogram.com
and a copy of the contract can
be downloaded with a donation
of $10 to help keep the website
and the program going.
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Weatherall descendants get
together for family reunion

Descendants of Richard Thomas Weatherall and Mary Ann
Sade who farmed Lot 19 on the 11th Concession of Brock
during the late 1800s, gathered at the Port Bolster Hall on
Saturday, October 14 for a family reunion. According to
great, granddaughter Barb Scott, some of the youngest family members present were seventh generation Weatherall and
still live in the area.
At one time, Mrs. Scott’s grandfather, Arthur Weatherall (a
great uncle to Dorothy Shier) built a number of homes in
Pefferlaw. A farm, once located where the Pines of Georgina
Golf Club now stands, was owned by Mrs. Scott’s parents,
Lorna and Earl Weatherall.
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Tennyson Tidbits
Happy Birthday wishes go out to
Cheryl Bahen who celebrated the
occasion with friends on Oct. 21.
Barbara Pettifer called me to let
me know that she and husband
Warren have sold their house in
Pefferlaw and will be moving on
November 17. They have bought a
place in Holland Landing but
won’t be moving in until January
so they are staying at a friend’s
cottage on McRae Beach until
then. We are sure going to miss
you two when you go!
Here’s a good one! The new
“Upper York Region” phone
book that was delivered recently
forgot that Pefferlaw residents
have a 705 area code instead of
905. Every Pefferlaw phone number starts with 905 and not everyone living here is listed. Those that
are listed, have addresses shown as
Newmarket or Aurora and NOT
Pefferlaw. Gulp!
Congratulations to Dave Brown of
Cannington who recently retired
from Canadian Pacific Railway
after 33 years service. Dave and 30
of his colleagues celebrated at the

Belvedere in Pefferlaw on Oct 11.
Special Birthday Wishes go out to
Nicole Beaudrow who turned 36
on October 11.
Congratulations to Kristie and
Kevin Dunn on the birth of their
daughter, Payton Kristine Dunn on
Aug. 4. Payton weighed 7lbs. 12oz
If you’re planning to buy a Christmas Cake this year why not buy
one from the Shriner’s Club and
help support their hospital charities. Call Ed Moore at (705) 4371804.
Our sincere condolences are extended to Dr. Bob Bebbington and
his family on the loss of Bob’s
father two weeks ago.
And we extend these condolences
also to the family of Isobel Tuck
who passed away recently from a
heart attack.
Everyone is invited to attend a
Remembrance Day Service sponsored by the Pefferlaw Lions on
Sunday, Nov. 12 at 2:00 p.m. at the
Pefferlaw Lions Hall.
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Real Estate duo celebrates successful 10 year partnership
It is no secret that partnerships in business “I’m a little city and she’s a little country
says. “The industry has managed to provide
take a great deal of trust, co-operation,
and it’s a good mix,” she said.
buyers with more disclosure and the seller
communication and hard work, and the
According to both women, the real benefit with more protection that he otherwise didchances of them working well over the long coming from the partnership is the advann’t have,” she said.
term are not great. Take that and throw in a tage it awards their clients.
Specifically, they both agree that the new
competitive industry environment that chal- “They are getting two agents for the price
Seller’s Property Information Statement
lenges even the most grounded salesperson, of one,” Judy said…”For example, one can (SPIS) is an improvement over the old way
and the results can be disastrous.
be measuring the house while the other is
of doing things and it supports their own
Enter Judy Castle and her partner of 10
filling out the paperwork. It makes a huge
personal business philosophy that “honesty
years, Brenda Tumanidis.
difference,” Brenda adds.
is the best policy”.
These two Sutton Group real estate agents
Their partnership also allows them to
“With this the onus is on the seller to be
are celebrating 10 years of sharing exbounce ideas off one another and according more honest and it provides the buyer with
penses, income, the workload and a partner- to them, it means they usually end up mak- information about the house he otherwise
ship that has been built on friendship and
ing the right decision.
would not have known about,” Judy said.
trust.
“It is actually a really, really good tool
“Unless you are a married couple in
for the industry,” Brenda adds.
this business, successful partnerships
So whether it is trying to convince a
are very rare,” says Brenda Tumaniseller to list his property for the right
dis. “It is hard to find someone you
market value, or making sure a buyer
can trust completely.”
fully understands what he is signing,
With more than 30 years of full-time
they believe their success is based on
real estate sales experience between
principles they both share.
them, this sales duo recognized early
“We treat first time buyers just like we
on the rigors and demands of a busiwould treat our own kids,” Judy said.
ness that has no set business hours.
“We look out for them.”
“It allows us to have a life outside of
Even though the partnership has been
real estate,” Brenda says. “You need
both a business and personal success,
someone to look after your clients if
both women are cognizant of the pityou have to go to a funeral or a wedfalls and they work hard to avoid them.
ding or need to get away,” she said.
“No matter which direction the busiAfter a 10 year partnership in Georgina, Brenda Tu- ness comes from, whether it’s Brenda’s
“For example, Brenda was having
Thanksgiving dinner on Sunday, so I manidis (left) and Judy Castle (right) are still having past clients or mine,” Judy says. “we
planned to have mine either Saturday fun serving the real estate needs of their clients.
know from experience, that it all evens
or Monday,” Judy said.
out in the end.”
Judy was born and raised in the city and
“This way, we are more apt not to miss
In addition, over the 10 years the pair has
had a career as a bookkeeper before moving anything,” Judy says, “and it’s nice to be
been supporting each other, demands on
to Georgina in 1985. Brenda is a native of
able to bounce things off each other.”
their personal lives have changed from bethe area and worked as a geriatric nurse
Over the years, the two have watched the
ing mothers to grandmothers and since both
before getting her real estate license in 1988 market go from a sellers’ market to a buyhave experienced similar changes at the
and even though they have varied backers’ market and back again. They have
same time, they understand the pressures of
grounds, they find these differences help
watched a predictable seasonal market turn that and what it means to each of them.
make the relationship work.
unpredictable and they’ve adjusted to new “It’s like a good marriage,” Brenda says.
“We both have different personalities and
and improved regulations governing the
“We’ve had our disagreements, but never a
we use each other’s strengths in appropriate real estate industry.
fight...and it gets so bad sometimes that we
situations to get the job done,” said Judy.
“The changes have made both parties, the
end up finishing each other’s sentences,”
buyer and the seller, more aware,” Brenda
Judy adds.
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Coming Events
The public is invited out to an
illustrated talk by Paul Harpley
on Thursday, October 27 at 7:00
p.m. at the Egypt Hall. The subject of Mr. Harpley’s talk is Arctic Tundra & Climate Change.
Also featured is a silent auction
and bake sale.
Knox United Church on Market
Street in Sutton is hosting a
Roast Beef Dinner on Friday,
October 27 from 5:00 to 6:30
p.m. Call (905) 722-9534 or pick
up tickets at Village Traditions.
Knox is also hosting an Old
Time Christmas Concert featuring Canadian Fiddle Champion
Scott Woods on Friday, November 17 at 7:00 p.m. Tickets are
$15.
Don’t forget to mark your calendars for the Pefferlaw Fire
Fighters 50th Anniversary
Dance on Saturday, November
18 at the Pefferlaw Lions Community Hall. Tickets are available from Bodley’s and all Pefferlaw Fire Fighters.
Vendors and Bakers are wanted
for the “Love of Christmas
Craft Sale to be held on Saturday, December 2 at the Ice Palace. All proceeds go to Street

Cats—Cat Rescue and Adoption.
For more information contact
Anne at (705) 437-1327.
The Foresters together with Big
Brothers and Sisters will host
their 12 Annual Auction Gala in
Aurora on November 18. Visit
www.bbbsy.ca for details.
The Salvation Army Georgina
Community Church is holding
their Annual Christmas Bazaar
on Sat., Nov. 18 from 9:00
a.m.—1:00 p.m. at 1816 Metro
Rd. Jackson’s Pt. Home baking,
crafts, Christmas decorations, etc.
Dress up and attend the Halloween Party at the Port Bolster Hall
on Saturday, Oct. 28 from 2:00—
4:00 p.m. Fun for the kids. Apple
dunk, cookie bake, movie, popcorn, crafts, etc.
The Zephyr UCW is having a
Christmas Bazaar at the Zephyr
Community Hall on Sat. Nov. 4
from 10 am to 3 pm. Lots for the
early Christmas shopper. Baked
goods, jewellery, jams, jellies,
chocolates and more!
The Sutton Seniors are hosting a
Christmas Bazaar & Bake Sale
at 1 Market St. in Sutton on Nov.
4 from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE FOR SENIOR
A perfect opportunity for a single senior! Room & board and a
chance to travel south in the winter. Cooking, laundry and
transportation needs included. Call (705) 437-2867.
NEVER CLEAN YOUR GUTTERS AGAIN
Do it yourself—or, installed gutter clean system from $2 a linear ft. on single storey house.
Call Andrew at $(705) 437-3686.

Ladies 18-Hole Invitational raises $1,000
The Ladies Division of the Pines
of Georgina Golf Club President,
Eillean Stewart (left) presents a
$1,000 cheque to Mary Queen
(centre) from the Georgina Food
Pantry as Lynda Mayor (right) the
Ladies Tournament Convener
looks on. Over 65 women played
in the First Annual Charity Tournament on August 2. Next year
the tournament is planned for
August 1, 2007.

